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Abstract

This paper investigates the importance of firm heterogeneity for our under-
standing of the aggregate volume of cross-country multinational sales. The
volume of multinational sales is a function of both the number of multina-
tional affiliates active in each market and the average sales of these affiliates.
Using the firm level data of the Deutsche Bundesbank, we show that most of
variation of the aggregate volume of multinational sales is due to variation in
the number of firms participating in the market.
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1 Introduction

Recent empirical papers have documented huge heterogeneity among firms

within industries. Firms which differ in productivity and size show pronounced

differences in their engagement in international trade. Bernard and Jensen

(1995, 1999a), Bernard, et al. (2005), Clerides, et al. 1998, and Eaton et al.

(2004) showed that the bulk of international trade tends to be concentrated

in a small number of exporters. The research on firm heterogeneity and firms’

international activities has many focused on international trade, although few

contributions have also considered activities of multinational firms. In an ex-

tension of the trade literature, Helpman, et al. (2004), Girma, et al. (2004),

Head and Ries (2003) analyzed multinational firms. They show that the prob-

ability that a firm serve foreign market through affiliate production increase

with its productivity. Theoretical and empirical results point to a sorting of

firms with respect to their internationalization strategy: the most productive

firms engage in foreign direct investment (FDI) while the least efficient firms

operate only in the domestic market, and firms in between produce at home

and serve the foreign market by exports.

There are however almost none systematic studies on the characteristics of

multinational firms’ activities. Yeaple (2005) reports evidence from US multi-

national manufacturers. He decomposes the volume of FDI into an extensive

margin (the number of multinational investing in one location) and a scale

margin (the residual size of affiliate). In a sample of about 1500 multinational

manufacturing firms, he finds that more productive multinational firms (i)

own affiliate in a larger set of countries and (ii) generate larger sales revenue

per affiliate.

A priori one might expect less heterogeneity within the group of multinational
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firms because of the self selection described above. Yet, company size is not the

only source of heterogeneity among firms and multinational firms can combine

more functions than exporters for instance within the firm. Foreign affiliate

pursue different activities which is an additional source of heterogeneity. For

instance, the activities of wholesales affiliates differ very much from the ac-

tivities of those affiliates active in manufacturing or in services, even if the

parent company is the same. Foreign affiliates do also differ with country they

are active in. Finally, as for exporters the sector of the parent firm can be

expected to affect foreign affiliates activities.

This paper aims at expanding our understanding of multinational firms by

exploring various dimensions of multinational firms’ heterogeneity, including

how many activities firms carry out, how many affiliates they own, how many

countries they invest in. We explore the systematic differences among multi-

national firms, and the concentration of activities in some firms. We trace the

evolution of these variables over time.

The rest of this paper is constructed as follow. We provide in Section 2 infor-

mation on our data sources. We show in Section 3 some stylized facts on the

size and sectoral distribution of German affiliates and parent companies. In

Section 4, we analyze the spatial distribution of German multinational firms.

We conclude in Section 5.

2 Data

This paper exploits a confidential firm-level database which provide infor-

mation on German multinational activities. The International Capital Links

dataset of the Deutsche Bundesbank provides a detailed breakdown of the for-

eign assets and liabilities of German multinational firms abroad (Lipponer,
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2002a, 2002b). German foreign direct investment is defined as the direct or

indirect ownership or control by a single German entity of at least ten percent

of the voting securities of an incorporated foreign firm or the equivalent inter-

est in an unincorporated foreign firm. The database comprise information on

all foreign affiliates of German multinational firms.

The comprehensive database reports the balance sheets of German foreign

affiliates, including their sales, employment and total assets in each of over

200 country destinations. It also includes information on the sector of activity

of parent firm and affiliate at NACE rev-1 two-digit level. The data cover

all activities between 1989 and 2003. It is however not possible to trace a

particular affiliate before 1996, because their codes changed on a yearly basis.

Additional information for the parent company is available from 2002 onward.

Some multinational firms own more than one affiliate in a particular sector

of a particular country. To come closer to theory which models single-affiliate

firms and make activities of many-affiliates parents more comparable to single-

affiliates parents, we aggregate the affiliate level data sales and employment

for each (i) parent company, (ii) sector, (iii) country and (iv) year but keep

the information about the number of affiliates of each parent firm.

3 Affiliates and Parent Companies

3.1 Firms’ Size

Given the different activities performed by foreign affiliates, their different

sectoral classification and country location, foreign affiliates of German multi-

national firms are likely to show strong heterogeneity. Our first criterium is

affiliate size, measured by affiliates’ turnover. From Figure (1), we see that for-
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eign affiliates of German multinational firms are not equally allocated across

size classes, nor does their size follow a normal distribution. The distribution

of foreign affiliates’ turnover is strongly right skewed 1 .

Fig. 1. Foreign Affiliates’ Turnover, (2002, in Thousand Euro)
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Source: International Capital Links Database (2002), authors’ computation.

While Figure (1) displays the distribution of foreign affiliates ’ turnover, Table

(1) contains information about German parent firms. It shows a high con-

centration of foreign affiliates’ activities on few parent firms. Large German

multinational firms own on average relatively more and larger affiliates. Thus,

Table (1) allows to infer that the distribution of the parent companies’ turnover

is even more skewed than affiliates size distribution shown in Figure (1).

Table (1) reports the number of German parent firms, the number of foreign

affiliates, the volume of German multinational sales abroad and the number

of affiliates’ employees according to the size distribution of German parent

companies measured by the total assets of German parent companies in 2002.

The vast majority of German multinational activities is concentrated. In 2002,

the largest German multinational parent companies, which represent 1% of the

1 Note that the x-axis is in logs
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Table 1
Quantile of German Parent Companies’ Total Assets (2002, percent of the total into
parentheses)

Decile Parent companies Foreign affiliates Foreign Sales
(1000 Euro)

Foreign Employment

1 1454 1980 6.75E+07 334151
(23.5) (8.8) (4.6) (7.0)

2 1352 2282 4.10E+07 267023
(21.9) (10.1) (2.8) (5.6)

3 981 2188 4.15E+07 220928
(15.9) (9.7) (2.8) (4.7)

4 739 2313 5.19E+07 282535
(12.0) (10.2) (3.5) (6.0)

5 605 2307 6.59E+07 373929
(9.8) (10.2) (4.5) (7.9)

6 382 2335 8.20E+07 348786
(6.2) (10.3) (5.6) (7.3)

7 315 2302 1.41E+08 501531
(5.1) (10.2) (9.6) (10.7)

8 201 2337 2.51E+08 770814
(3.3) (10.3) (17.1) (16.2)

9 87 2290 2.99E+08 805698
(1.4) (10.1) (20.3) (17.0)

10 62 2262 4.31E+08 845493
(1.0) (10.0) (29.3) (17.8)

Total 6178 22596 1.47E+09 4750888
Source: International Capital Links Database (2002), authors’ computation.

total number of German parents, owns 10% of the number of foreign affiliates.

They account for 29.3% of total German multinationals’ foreign sales abroad,

and make up for 17.8% of German multinationals’ foreign employment. Table

(1) shows moreover that most of German multinational firms are of smaller

size. The three first deciles comprise almost 2/3 of the total number of parent

companies. These firms account for only 10% of total German multinational

sales abroad and 17.3% of German multinationals’ foreign employment.
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3.2 Firms’ Sectoral Distribution

In this section, we provide the first direct evidence on the distribution of

parent companies and foreign affiliates across sectors. Adjusted for the units

classified as holdings, a majority of foreign affiliates (65.5%) is engaged in ser-

vice activities. This share is higher than the share of parent firms from service

sectors (57.0%) which points to the importance of service affiliates of manu-

facturing firms. Among them, wholesale affiliates are particularly important.

This can be seen in column 16 of Figure (2). Figure (2) reports the number of

foreign affiliates that German parent firms maintain abroad by the sector of

the investing firm and the foreign affiliate. The sector of the foreign affiliate

is listed across the columns, and the sector of the investing parent companies

is listed down the rows.

According to this breakdown, most German firms’ foreign affiliates are clas-

sified in the same sector as their parent. This holds, for instance, for about

75% of the affiliates in the transport, storage and communication sector and

72% in the mining and quarrying sector. Among the affiliates, classified in a

different sector, affiliates engaged in the wholesale and retail trade are espe-

cially numerous. This concentration of affiliates that are active in the wholesale

and retail trade sectors points to important export activities of multinational

firms which are conducted through these affiliates. The high share of wholesale

affiliates is particularly pronounced in manufacturing industries.

In order to analyze both the sectoral distribution of parent firms and their size

distribution, we place firms in one of 5 groups based on their activities abroad

and at home. Each firm is classified according to their 2-digit NACE classi-

fication. We group the 63 NACE codes into 5 sectors: (i) resource (mining,

agriculture and fishery), (ii) manufacturing, (iii) wholesale and retail trade,
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Fig. 2. Distribution of Foreign Affiliates by Sector of the Parent Companies and
Sectors of the Foreign Affiliates, (2002, in percent)
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Source: International Capital Links Database (2002), authors’ computation.
Sectoral classification: 1 = agriculture, hunting, fishing and forestry, 2 = mining and quarrying, 3 = manufacture of
food products, beverages and tobacco, 4 = manufacture of textiles, textile products, leather and leather products, 5 =
manufacture of wood and wood products, 6 = manufacture of pulp, paper, paper products, publishing and printing, 7 =
manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel, 8 = manufacture of chemicals, chemical products, and
man-made fibres, 9 = manufacture of rubber and plastic products, 10 = manufacture of non-metallic mineral products, 11
= manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal products, 12 = manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c., 13 =
manufacture of electrical and optical equipment, 14 = manufacture of transport equipment, 15 = manufacture of furniture
and manufacturing n.e.c. 16 = wholesale and retail trade, 17 = electricity, gas and water supply, 18= construction, 19 =
hotels and restaurants, 20 = transport, storage, and communication, 21 = financial intermediation, 22 = real estate, renting
and business activities, consulting, 23 = education, waste management, research and development, public administration
and defence and compulsory social security, 24 = holdings.

(iv) services and (v) holding firms. Unfortunately we cannot classify the firms

in the last group in one of the other four because we lack the information. We

report the results but we refrain from interpret the results for holding firms.

In 2002, almost 75% of the parent firms conduct only one activity abroad,

about 20% report affiliates in two groups. The share falls to 0.03% for parent

firms being engage in all five fields of activities.

Table (2) shows the characteristics of firms for the five groups and size deciles

separately. The third column of Table (2) reports the average allocation ac-

cording to the five broad groups. It shows that German multinational parent

firms are most likely to be classified in the manufacturing industries, in the ser-

vices sectors and the holding sectors. Each of these groups account for almost
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30% of the total number of firms. Manufacturing industries, represents more

than 48% of total German multinational foreign sales and almost 37% of total

German affiliates employments. The share of the resource industries is negli-

gible. Parent firms classified in wholesale and retail represent a small fraction

of the total number of parent firms. 7% of the German multinational parent

companies are classified in the wholesale and retails trade sectors, which con-

trol 5% of the total number of German foreign affiliates. This is only a sixth

of the 29.3% of all foreign affiliates of German multinational firms which are

classified in wholesale and retail. The majority of wholesale and retail affiliates

is owned by manufacturing firms.

The last columns of Table (2) break down the sectoral classification according

to the size distribution of the German multinational parent companies. Sur-

prisingly, both the largest and the smallest German parent firms are active

in the services sectors. In fact, 72% of the total German parent firms in the

10th decile are active in service sectors, while the share is substantially smaller

for the manufacturing industries (8.06%) and the wholesale and retail sectors

(1.61%). Medium-size German parent firms in contrast are concentrated in

the manufacturing sectors.

As indicated by the last rows of Table (2), affiliates which are owned by parent

firms from manufacturing industries account for most of the foreign sales.

This points to a dominant role of the largest manufacturing multinationals

firms in term of foreign sales and foreign employment. Relative to the services

sectors, the wholesale and retail trade sectors and the resource industries, the

manufacturing industries is characterized by fewer and larger parent which

hold many foreign affiliates that account for most of German multinational

foreign sales and employment.
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Table 2
Activities per Group of Sectors and Decile of German Parent Companies’ Total
Assets (2002, in percent)

Groups Variable Decile
of Sectors ‡ av. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Resource 0.6 0.0 0.8 0.6 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.3 1.5 0.0 0.0
Manufacturing 28.3 4.5 27.4 46.0 43.4 40.5 36.7 28.9 21.9 17.2 8.1
Wholesale Ni 7.3 3.5 12.0 10.7 6.8 6.8 6.0 4.8 1.5 1.2 1.6
Services 31.1 69.2 15.5 14.4 16.0 21.0 18.3 24.4 38.3 57.5 72.6
Holding 32.7 22.8 44.3 28.3 32.6 30.7 38.2 41.6 36.8 24.1 17.7

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Resource 0.4 0.0 0.5 0.3 1.1 0.8 0.2 0.3 1.1 0.0 0.0
Manufacturing 30.7 4.8 20.5 32.8 33.7 36.1 36.7 36.1 33.0 44.2 25.1
Wholesale Nj 5.1 8.5 9.4 8.0 5.9 6.1 3.9 6.7 2.3 0.0 0.3
Services 24.3 51.3 14.0 14.2 13.7 18.1 11.7 12.8 20.6 22.4 68.1
Holding 39.6 35.5 55.7 44.6 45.7 38.9 47.6 44.0 43.1 33.4 6.5

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Resource 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.1 1.9 0.0 0.0
Manufacturing 48.1 5.2 12.6 24.0 26.5 30.2 27.7 23.0 35.8 47.5 85.5
Wholesale Aj 2.7 13.2 7.6 10.1 8.4 9.1 3.7 4.8 1.2 0.0 0.0
Services 9.6 24.1 8.0 10.8 11.6 13.3 8.1 10.2 7.3 11.1 6.9
Holding 39.2 57.5 71.7 55.0 52.5 46.5 59.9 61.9 53.9 41.4 7.6

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Resource 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 1.3 0.0 0.0
Manufacturing 36.8 5.2 16.0 32.0 33.8 30.1 33.9 28.7 27.2 47.2 65.8
Wholesale Empj 2.5 8.3 8.2 5.9 3.7 3.1 2.2 3.0 1.7 0.0 0.1
Services 15.6 31.7 9.0 10.3 9.8 16.7 7.5 10.2 13.5 12.8 25.2
Holding 44.8 54.9 66.5 51.6 52.3 49.6 56.1 58.0 56.3 40.1 9.0

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Source: International Capital Links Database (2002), authors’ computation.
‡: - Ni, number of parent companies; Nj , number of foreign affiliates

- Aj , German multinational foreign sales, Empj , German multinational foreign employment

4 Firms Spatial Distribution

4.1 Host country per firm

Having analyzed size distribution and sectoral break down, the next step is to

explore the spatial distribution of German multinational firms. This section

begins by the analysis of the number of geographic location per multinational

parent company. Our database reports more than 220 countries where German
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firms are active. We examine in detail the degree of internationalization of

German parent companies. Because we are interested in the number of host

countries per firm, we proxy the degree of internalization with the number of

countries a particular firm is active in.

Table (3) reports the percentage of parent companies that have been active

in exactly one market, in ten to fifty markets and in more than fifty markets

in the period from 1989 to 2002. A large majority of German parent firms

concentrate their activities in one market. In 2002, about 62% of the total

number of German multinational parent companies own an affiliate in exactly

one market. This number is slightly lower than the share reported for 1989.

Table (3) shows that the degree of internationalization of German multina-

tional parent companies has been remarkably stable in the nineties. The share

of parent companies that own affiliates in more than ten markets increases

over time. In 1989, about 36% of the total number of parent companies were

investing in ten to more markets, while the share raises to about 39% in 2002.

This share remains nevertheless substantially smaller for those firms investing

in more than fifty markets. Note, however, that the number of German multi-

national firm, and thereby our base of comparison, remains almost constant

from 6764 in 1989 to 6178 in 2002.

Most German multinational firms that are active in exactly one market are

classified in the services sectors, as shown in panel (e) of Figure 3. Service firms

account for 38% of the total number of parent firms in 2002. In contrast, firms

that reports higher degree of internationalization (more than ten markets) are

predominantly active in manufacturing industries (panel (c) of Figure 3).

Each panel of Figure (3) represents the frequency with which firms are active

in different markets. As mentioned above, the frequency decreases with the

number of countries in which firms are active.
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Table 3
Country per Parent Company (1989-2002, as percent of total)

German Parent companies that engage in

Year exactly one market ten to fifty markets more than fifty markets Total

1989 64.5 35.4 0.1 100.00
1990 63.7 36.2 0.1 100.00
1991 63.1 36.8 0.1 100.00
1992 62.6 37.3 0.1 100.00
1993 62.9 37.0 0.1 100.00
1994 63.1 36.9 0.1 100.00
1995 62.6 37.3 0.1 100.00
1996 62.8 37.2 0.1 100.00
1997 61.8 38.1 0.1 100.00
1998 61.2 38.7 0.1 100.00
1999 59.8 40.1 0.1 100.00
2000 59.0 40.9 0.1 100.00
2001 58.0 41.9 0.1 100.00
2002 61.7 38.2 0.1 100.00
Source: International Capital Links Database (2002), authors’ computation.

4.2 Firms per host country

To describe further the characteristics of German multinational firms expan-

sion abroad, we conduct a series a simple regression analysis similar to Eaton

et al. (2004) and Yeaple (2005). To do so, we decompose a gravity equation

applied to the analysis of multinational activities. The gravity equation states

that host country’s market size has a positive effect on the volume of affili-

ates’ sales while geographic, regulatory and cultural transaction costs between

countries have a negative effect (Kleinert and Toubal, 2005). The different

transaction costs can be summarized by the market share of foreign affiliates

of German multinational firms in country i, λiG. This share is calculated as

the share of German affiliates’ sales SiG in total sales in country i Xi. Total

sales of German firms’ foreign affiliates in country i SiG could also be decom-

posed in the number of German firms’ foreign affiliates NiG and the average

size of a German foreign affiliate in country i ¯siG. Thus, sales of all German
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Fig. 3. Market per Firms, 2002

multinational affiliates in market i, SiG can be expressed as:

SiG = NiG ¯siG = λiGXi (1)

Total sales in country i Xi equals country’s i absorption defined as gross

production plus import minus export. As in Eaton et al. (2004) and Yeaple

(2005), we regress NiG ≡ SiG/s̄iG on German firms’ market share in country i
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and absorption Xi in country i to show how much of the variation in German

multinationals’ sales is due to variation in the market share of German affil-

iates and how much to variation in market size of country i. To explore the

possibility that aggregate sample masks effects of sectoral variation of multi-

national sales across countries, we conduct this decomposition using our five

main groups of activities. We also include a full set of time dummies in each

regression.

Table (4) shows five different specification corresponding to the groups of

activities. We interpret the coefficient estimates in the manufacturing sectors

as follow: given country’s market size, a higher German multinational market

share is due to a 65% increase in the number of affiliates and a 35% increase

in the average sales per affiliate. Further, given the market share of German

multinational firms, a larger market reflects 73% more affiliate and 27% more

sale per firms. These results are in line with the results found by Yeaple

(2005) for foreign affiliates of u.s. manufacturing firms. Much of the variation of

German multinational sales across countries is due to variation in the number

of firms participating in the market. Very reasonable are also the results for

parent firms which are classified in resources. Adjustment in this group relies

stronger on adjustment of output of existing firms (the intensive margin) than

on market entry and exit which account for only 36% of the adjustment in

German market share.

The estimated parameters for manufacturing firms differ significantly from

those of German wholesale firms. The variation of German multinational sales

across countries due to the average sale per affiliate appears to even less im-

portant in this group. Certainly, the purpose of affiliates from this group is

to foster exports in the host country. Given country’s market size, a higher

German multinational market share is due to a 74% increase in the number of

13



Table 4
s)

Label Resources Manufact Services Wholesale Holding
German’s Market λiG 0.36∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗ 0.63∗∗∗ 0.74∗∗∗ 0.68∗∗∗

Share (0.05) (0.035) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04)
Absorption Xi 0.36∗∗∗ 0.73∗∗∗ 0.55∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗ 0.62∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.027) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)
Constant -7.00 -12.31 -9.21 -8.39 -9.95

(1.02) (0.76) (0.96) (0.91) (0.83)
Nb. Obs 683 1128 1219 619 753
R2 71.69 90.69 84.02 82.71 89.38
Robust standard errors into parentheses. Standard errors have been adjusted
for clustering around the country’s identity.
∗∗∗ denotes statistical significance at one percent level.

affiliates and a 26% increase in the average sales per affiliate. Further, given

the market share of German multinational firms, a larger market reflects 49%

more affiliate and 51% more sale per firms. That is still lower but in line with

the results of Eaton et al. (2004) who analyze international trade. The whole-

sale group in our sale is certainly the best match for exporting firms in Eaton

et al. (2004).

In summary, in the manufacturing sample, market entry is less important as

channel of aggregate supply changes than in the wholesale sample. In contrast,

more adjustment come through changes in the output of already established

affiliate. This is even more so for multinational firms active in resource indus-

tries.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a comprehensive set of analyzes on the structure of Ger-
man multinational activities, using the firm-level data of the Deutsche Bundesbank.
First, we show that German multinational firms display strong heterogeneity. The
activities of German multinational firms are highly concentrated on a small num-
ber of parent companies. Second, we show that most of German foreign affiliates
are classified in the same sector as their parent. Among the affiliates classified in
a different sector, wholesales affiliates are especially numerous. This points out the
export activities of German multinational firms. Third, we show that most German
multinational firms are active in exactly one market. The most productive parent
companies own affiliates in a larger set of countries and generate larger sales in the
countries where they are active in.

14



Finally, we decompose the total volume of aggregate sales in a particular country
into the number of firm investing in that location and the average sales of German
foreign affiliates active in this country. We show that much of the variation of
German multinational sales across countries is due to variation in the number of
firms participating in the market. Moreover, market entry is far less important
as channel of aggregate supply changes in the manufacturing industries than in
wholesales sectors.
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